Dear Parent/Carer,
2020

6th May

I trust that this first Transition letter finds you and your family well in this incredibly
difficult and challenging time. We are very aware that this year’s transition for Year 6
students to Cyfarthfa High School is going to be very different from normal. This
letter aims to reassure you and set your child’s mind at ease by answering some
questions and concerns that may arise.
There remains considerable uncertainty regarding arrangements at this present time;
however, we want to share as much information as we possibly can regarding some
plans that are in place for your child. We understand that students are experiencing
very different and challenging circumstances at this present time. Your child is
probably asking many questions regarding their transition from primary to secondary
school. Students would normally visit and familiarise themselves with their new
surroundings, unfortunately all visits cannot presently be arranged due to crucial
health reasons. This is particularly frustrating for the Cyfarthfa High School staff too
who always prepare first class, enjoyable transition activities. In order to support your
child through this difficult time please reassure them that they will be receiving as
much support and care from us as possible in order for them to settle into their new
school, once the current circumstances allow this to happen.
Currently we have no definite information regarding when schools are likely to
reopen and so dates for Transition visits and the Transition Parents’ Meeting are on
hold at present. If the strict measures surrounding the lock-down are relaxed
appropriately and social distancing allows, then we will naturally prioritise these
activities before the end of the summer term. At Cyfarthfa High School we already
build in a ‘staggered start’ to each school year and so your child will have time in
September to experience their new environment, meet the relevant members of staff
and have any questions/concerns answered.
In the absence of our formal school Prospectus, all Year 6 Parents/Carers will be
receiving essential induction information and updates via our school website and the
CHS Twitter account #movingonup.
Our established strong links with feeder primary schools means that we gain a very
good awareness of the abilities and needs of every student. Our ALN Coordinator
has regular communication with her primary counterparts thus ensuring current
provisions and plans transfer seamlessly from primary to secondary. Our Transition
Coordinator also gathers other important information, such as health issues, and so
if you wish to share any particular information regarding your child for September,

please relay this to your child’s Year 6 teacher in order for them to transfer this
information to us.

We understand that a few parents/carers have yet to complete the formal application
process for their child from primary to Cyfarthfa High School. Can we urge you to do
this as soon as possible by emailing school.admissions@merthyr.gov.uk or by
telephoning 01685 725000.
The issue of school uniform in all schools is being discussed at Local Authority level.
At Cyfarthfa, we anticipate our suppliers will be able to meet our requirements in time
for September, therefore details of methods of ordering, payment and collection will
follow in due course.
Cyfarthfa High is a PERMA School, where Positive Emotion, Engagement,
Relationships, Meaning and Achievement are at the heart of everything we do. To
this end, our extensive Student Support and Wellbeing programmes are well
established and ready to cater for an array of individual needs as and when they
arise, both in September and throughout the school year. Additionally, our curriculum
in the new term may very well need some modification in the first instance so we can
focus on essential wellbeing and support activities. As Parents/ Carers you will of
course be informed at every stage of any changes.
This September, our incoming Year 7 cohort will be arranged into six equal mixed
ability classes. After the initial settling in period there will need to be certain baseline
assessments undertaken (these are usually conducted at the end of Year 6 in your
child’s primary school). These assessments are critical as we will need to know more
accurate levels of ability, identify needs and plan to address any loss in learning that
may have taken place. Under normal circumstances, students will follow a fortnightly
timetable of five lessons per day and be placed into sets for Maths only in Year 7.
I trust that we have been able to address your more imminent questions and
concerns in this first letter to Year 6 Parents/Carers. You can still contact the school
in the usual manner by email – studentinformation@cyfarthfahigh.merthyr.sch.uk or
telephone 01685 725222 and a member of staff will respond to your query as soon
as is practicably possible. As the situation unfolds over the next few weeks we hope
to be in a position to communicate more essential information to you.
I would like to thank you for your patience in this unprecedented time and look
forward to working with you closely in the important years ahead.
Yours faithfully,
R. Francis
Head teacher

